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Mechanical Seal Analysis (MSA) 

Date 1/22/19  Pump Position 666B 

MSA # 2019-003  Seal Manufacturer FSI 

Inquiry # I-19-0009  Seal Model  1030/SP 

Customer Anchor Seals  Shaft Size 1.250” 

Customer Ref # 2176588  Drawing # FSI-2061 

End User USS Clairton Works  Seal Serial # 01535 

Pump House TEC  Inboard Rotary Material Silicon Carbide 

Contact  Jason DiBiase  Inboard Stationary Material Tungsten Carbide 

Phone 412-299-6900  Outboard Rotary Material - 

Salesperson House  Outboard Stationary Material - 

   Elastomers Kalrez 6375  

 
General Seal Condition 
Seal was returned assembled. Both flush ports were clear and free of product. One 
locating set screw was missing. 
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Seal Face Conditions 
Tungsten carbide stationary shows “high spot” where faces were not contacting evenly. 

 

Silicon carbide rotary face was shattered in seat carrier. 

 

 
 
Elastomers  
Sleeve ID was the only o-ring recognizable, all other o-rings were destroyed. 
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Metal Components, Springs, Pins 
Sleeve shows rubbing around part of the OD where it appears thrust disc contacted. 

 

Thrust disc shows rubbing on the ID where sleeve contacted. Drive holes are elongated 
and springs are bent. 

 

All drive pins in gland were sheared off. All springs were bent and mangles from rotation 
of thrust disc. 
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Failure Explanation/Recommendation 
Failure Explanation: No mechanical failure is evident. It appears that the seal faces may have 
been stuck together. When the pump started the torque caused the TC stationary to spin and 
therefor shearing the anti-rotation pins in the gland. This also caused the SC rotary face to fracture. 
Once the SC fragments started to go through the seal the o-rings were destroyed. The seal failed 
due to lack of lubrication across the seal face. 

Additional Information: Upon inspection of the pump, TEC found that the shaft at the impeller fit 
has a run-out of .005”. The impeller was also completely clogged with plastic as shown in the photos 
below. Melted plastic found in the pump will support the findings of the seal faces sticking together. 

 

Recommendation: Check to make sure seal has adequate lubrication across the seal faces. This 
application uses API plan 11, make sure the flush line is clear and free of obstruction. Make sure to 
follow all pump manufacturer start up procedures. 

 


